Braver Together:
The Burnout Antidote
THE MOST POWERFUL ANTIDOTES WE OWN — PUT

The biggest lesson of 2020: that simple yet
powerful art of acknowledgement changes
everything. It’s not an apology. And it’s not a
one-shot deal. Acknowledging you, for bravely
stepping into 2021 with me, with us, is why
we’re here.

• Re-connection—to your why, your health, your
people, your hopes, your breath;

Burnout (Freudenberger, 1974) was defined
as the consequences of severe stress and high
ideals at work. He saw it having 3 components:

• Joy—know the difference between joy and
happiness. The former leads to the latter; and

• Emotional exhaustion
• Depersonalization (losing empathy and
compassion)
• Decreased sense of accomplishment (it’s all
futile)
We don’t get tired of caring (Mate, 2005)—we
stop acknowledging ourselves and each other.
Vulnerability hangovers are a thing. It’s usually
when we need connection the most and seek it
the least.

ON REPEAT

• Rest—for 42% of your day, you are our first
priority;

• Gratitude—it’s a practice and you need to get
better at it.

Our biggest strength is in the
awareness that in this very moment
you have everything you need to
change the lives of others, simply by
acknowledging their contributions to
you, your family, and this community.
We are, indeed, so much braver
together.
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You Can’t Tell Them;
You Have to Show Them
There is a big difference between showing and
telling. Telling is words. Telling is informing.
Showing is where the magic lies. Showing is
action. Showing is living your truth. Showing
often involves connection.
We all know how important connection is.
Unfortunately, it’s the hardest thing to do when
we are in pain.
Safe to say, during these difficult times, many
of us are in pain. So, we need to find creative
ways to connect in ways we might not have
thought about before.

THEN WHAT

We cannot take away the pain and the hard
days right now. Know this first—you can take
that off your plate.
THE THREE C’S OF SHOWING NOT TELLING
CREATION

• Community
• Joy
CONNECTION

• Building or breaking the story
• To learners, colleagues, and yourself
COURAGE

Keep going. Keep creating community
and joy. Keep connecting even when it
feels hard for that is when we need it
most. And keep being courageous. You
are showing, not telling, that you can
and will do hard things.

• Rest
• Forgive
• Showup
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The Call to Courage
Courage: facing something bravely, with
vulnerability
Vulnerability, in Brené Brown’s definition,
must include uncertainty, risk, and emotional
exposure
Three moments defined vulnerability for Jesse
—and they centered around justice, hope, and
love.
Open mindedness is a gift that involves openness and intellectual humility—both critical
in growth through even the most difficult
moments.

THEN WHAT

How do the defining moments of justice, hope,
and love show up in your world?
Justice—do the next right thing, one sweet step
at a time.
Hope—you deserve a second chance. Take them
when they come.
Love—this might be the biggest risk of vulnerability; when the rage burns away to sorrow,
peace will follow. That’s where love lives.

Fighting back for a second chance often
involves one small step at a time.
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Bring the Joy
“Are you okay?” is one of the most profoundly
powerful questions to ask someone.
Acknowledgement and ownership is often a
turning point to so many important shifts.
Bringing the joy often involves a conscious
shift to slow down and pay attention to the
“nudges”. Listen to that inner voice of intuition.
Two big things are at the heart of making the
difficult times easier: community and purpose.
Finding the joy in even the darkest moments
requires a decision to notice the things that
matter the most.
Celebrating and staying connected to the
memories and the hardest losses—even when
it’s the loss of your child—can make all the
difference.

THEN WHAT

Don’t be afraid to ask for help. The burden is so
much lighter when you ask someone to share
the load.
Be very intentional about choosing your community—who you sit with, who you surround
yourself with, who you learn from, and who you
lean on.
Sometimes, in your biggest struggles, the
people who show up will surprise you. Hang
onto those people.
The Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) community
brought so much hope in the darkest moments
and now Lewiston’s legacy lives on through the
Love for Lewiston Foundation.
Dream big—you can do so much with this life
and the time is now.
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Inclusion & Equity
In a world that has long been built on replication and standardization, it’s been difficult to
understand the importance of inclusion.
There’s been a tendency to “other” people,
particularly those with disabilities or who are
marginalized. This “othering” often leads to an
us versus them mentality in our communities
and in our classrooms.
Othering is divisive.
The long-standing question for educators has
been to figure out how to get those “others” to
catch up and fall in line with the “norm”—those
expectations of standardization.

THEN WHAT

What if all of us were considered the “other”?
The goal is not to make us all the same. The
goal is to help us learn from each other’s
differences.
This about each of us as diverse, colorful trivial
pursuit pies. We have rich stories that cannot
be defined by a color or a label. The complexities of race, religion, gender identity becomes
too difficult to make all the “others” fit into.
We can’t tell kids who they are; we can only
create space for them to safely identify.
Kids need to see themselves in our schools and
our communities.
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Changing Communities,
Together
Understanding the power of a growth mindset
over a fixed mindset can be so important as we
step into this next generation.
Changes are historically hard for most people,
until we look at what the people who came
before us were able to embrace.
Technology is a tool that has become the biggest change we’ve experienced between this
generation and the next. Embracing technology
in a way that allows us to connect as a community is the key.

THEN WHAT

Celebrate and recognize the incredible journey that we’re on in this community where we
serve kids, families, and each other.
Are we obstacles or the pathway that promotes
growth?
Empowerment is our job as brave communities.
Change is an opportunity to do something
amazing.
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White Privilege
White privilege or white skin privilege is the
societal privilege that benefits white people
over non-white people, particularly if they
are otherwise under the same social, political, or economic circumstances. Its roots are in
European colonialism and the Atlantic slave
trade.
White supremacy is the belief that white people
are superior to those of other races and thus
should dominate them. Its purpose is the maintenance and defense of a system of wealth,
power, and privilege.
White supremacy has roots in the now-discredited doctrine of “scientific” racism, and was a
key justification for colonialism. It developed
over multiple generations and we have only
begun the work of undoing a system of understanding that is so embedded in every institution we are currently a part of.

THEN WHAT

• You can’t tell someone how to be anti-racist,
you have to show them.
• You can’t judge people at the finish line
until you’ve assessed where they started,
especially if you have had a lot of things in
your favour when you started this human
race.
• The commitment, is to be better. To not stay
silent. To fuck it up and get schooled.
IJEOMA OLUO, THE AUTHOR OF
SO YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT RACE, WRITES:

The beauty of anti-racism is that you
don’t have to pretend to be free of
racism to be an anti-racist. Anti-racism
is the commitment to fight racism
wherever you find it, including in
yourself. And it’s the only way forward.
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